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COMMUNITY AMBULANCE REACHES COMMUNITY AMBULANCE REACHES   

LAWMAKERSLAWMAKERS  

O n Thursday February 16, 2017, the Georgia Partnership for  

Telehealth (GPT) was invited by Lieutenant Governor Casey Cagle 

to present the topic of telehealth on the 

floor of the Senate.  As one of the state’s  

telehealth providers, Community  

Ambulance was invited to partner with GPT, 

to offer a virtual demonstration of how the 

technology is utilized, in order improve  

access to care to rural patients. Paramedic/

Operations Manager, John Russ, connected 

from an ambulance in Camilla and was 

broadcast live on the “big screen” on the GA 

Senate floor at the state capitol in Atlanta. 

John provided an overview of the valuable 

role telehealth can play in bringing access to care to rural Georgia. 

Paramedic John Russ, broadcasting live from Paramedic John Russ, broadcasting live from   
Camilla, on the floor of the state Senate. Camilla, on the floor of the state Senate.   

Above: (left) John Russ Above: (left) John Russ   
establishing a connection via establishing a connection via 

a telehealth kit.  (right) the a telehealth kit.  (right) the 
telehealth kit used to treat telehealth kit used to treat 
patients in Cook, Mitchell, patients in Cook, Mitchell, 

Baker & Seminole counties.Baker & Seminole counties.  

Our  
biggest  

issue ever! 



O n February 3, Community  
Ambulance recognized 

over 50 Dispatchers, EMT’s, 
Paramedics and Fleet  
Maintenance Personnel for 
the integral role each of them 
played in the evacuation 
efforts surrounding October’s 
Hurricane Matthew.  

The group of Community  
Ambulance associates from 
across the state, participated in a massive collaborative 
effort that ultimately facilitated the largest coastal  
evacuation in Georgia history. Working with state  
agencies and other ambulance services from across  
Georgia, this team was able to evacuate (and later  
repatriate) over 1,300 patients, emptying two hospital 
systems located in the storm's path. 

Six South Georgia medics were in attendance for the  
ceremony held in Macon. Each team member was  
presented with a commemorative disaster response team 
uniform pin, in honor of their dedication and sacrifice to the evacuation effort.  

Community Ambulance was honored to welcome special guests Peki Prince, 
Emergency Preparedness Coordinator for the State Office of EMS and Trauma and 
Kelly Joiner, Regional EMS Director for the State Office of EMS and Trauma, who 
thanked each associate and presented each with their pin. 

 

 

DISASTER   
STRIKES  

  

        

A HISTORIC COLLABORATIVE EFFORT 

THE RECORD  
BREAKING STORM 

Matthew was the 
first Category 5 
storm to hit the  
Atlantic, since 

2007 and it was 
the lowest latitude  
category 5 in the 

Atlantic on record.  

It has been  
reported that  
the hurricane 

caused over 1,500  
fatalities,  

including 49 in  
the U.S..  

 

Oct. 4th: Matthew makes landfall 
over the southern peninsula of Haiti, 

delivering 20 to 40 inches of rain. 

Entire towns were destroyed, bridges 
washed away, and communities left 

stranded.  

As of mid-October, more than 1,000 
people were listed as killed by the 

storm in Haiti alone.  
 

After Haiti, Matthew barreled through 
Cuba and the Bahamas, leading to 

additional fatalities. 

 
 On October 8, the state office of EMS 
requested Community Ambulance’s 
involvement in a state agency strike 

team, which would enter areas  
affected by Hurricane Matthew along 

the Georgia coast. Over 60  
Ambulance services participated in 
the effort, in addition to numerous 

state agencies. This team would  
facilitate the largest coastal  

evacuation in GA state History. 
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A HISTORIC COLLABORATIVE EFFORT 

O n January 21, 2017, a massive  
tornado devastated the southwest 

Georgia region, tearing through five 
counties on its 70 mile path.  

At approximately 4:30 a.m., the  
tornado touched down in a mobile 
home park in Cook County, one of the 
four South GA counties where CA is the 
emergency medical service provider. 
Immediately after the storm hit,  
Paramedic Ken Morey, Director of 
Southwest Georgia Operations, began 
implementing disaster response  
protocol. “We were the first on scene 
and immediately begin triaging  
patients. Ambulances from  
surrounding counties transported  
patients to numerous neighboring  
hospitals in order to avoid  
overwhelming our local emergency  
departments. In just over an hour and 
a half, we were able to identify, triage 
and transport all injured patients  

identified at the site where the storm 
touched down,” explains Morey.   

Four Community Ambulance crews, 
including one crew from the service’s 
Mitchell County operation, remained 
on scene for the next two days,  
assisting with relief and recovery 
efforts.  Overall, the storm resulted in 
seven fatalities in Cook County alone. 
On January 23, Morey and his crews 
received a visit from Community Health 
Foundation Executive Director, Tommy 
Dobbins.  Morey says “So many people 
wanted to know what they could do to 
help, but didn’t know where to 
turn.  With the help of Mr. Dobbins we 
were able to organize a way for people 
to donate funds through Cook  
Community Bank, which then  
dispersed funds to those who needed it 
for funeral expenses and other aid.” 
The Community Health Foundation 
contributed $2,600 to the Community 
Bank fund to help local families in the 
wake of the storm’s devastation. 

 

FATAL TORNADO DEVASTATES SOUTH GA 

Morrell snapped the above photo of the tornado 
touching down North of Newton. The same photo 
aired on Albany News Channel 10, only minutes later. 

South GA EMT, Larry Morrell 
has been an Advanced 
Storm Spotter for over 17 
years and has participated 
in numerous training  
sessions by the National 
Weather Service. In his 17 
years of experience, Larry 
says that January storm was 
“The worst ever. I was a loss 
for words after seeing the 
damage first hand…” 

Pictured: EMT /Storm Spotter, Larry Morrell, briefs 
Mitchell  & Baker Co. crews before the storm’s arrival.  

Pictured (right):  
post-storm  

damage/rescue & 
recovery efforts  



     

E mergency Medical Dispatcher,  
Savannah Shepard, along with  

Director of Administrative Services, 
Belinda Somers,  recently represented 
Community Ambulance at  the  
Navigator 2017 conference in New  
Orleans, LA. While there,  Savannah 
and Belinda networked with public 
safety communicators from across the 
country. The conference included an 
exhibit hall, workshops and  
informational sessions and concluded 
with an awards recognition banquet, 
where Community Ambulance was  
recognized for being named an  
Accredited Center of Excellence in 
2016.  
 
The Khaki & Blue sits down with  
Savannah, to learn more about her  
experience at Navigator 2017. 
 
K&B: What is the Navigator Conference? 
SS: The Navigator Conference is an  
educational event relevant to all Police, 
Fire, and Medical Emergency  
communications. Navigator consisted of 
numerous education opportunities,  
addressing common challenges  
emergency communication centers face 
in their work each day.  
 
 

K&B: Overall, what did this experience 
mean to you? 
SS:  This experience meant the world to 
me. The entire trip was full of many first 
time experiences for me. I am honored 
and grateful that I got chosen to  
represent Community Ambulance in  
receiving our ACE Accreditation Award. 
Everyone in CMED worked hard day and 
night to get accredited.  
 
K&B: What was the most valuable thing 
you learned? 
SS: The entire trip was a learning  
experience. Of course, I learned a lot of 
different things in the hours of class time 
and the workshops. One of the classes 
that I attended was the "Psychology of a 
911 call.” This class stuck out the most to 
me because I learned that every time you 
answer the 911 line, there will likely be at 
least two patients; one of those patients 
will actually need medical attention from 
the crew and the  second patient, the  
caller,  needs our reassurance to get them 
through what could be the worst moment 
of their life, so we can help the patient in 
need.  
 

“Belinda and I got the opportunity 
to tour the 911 Center of the New 
Orleans Parish Communications 
District. One of the difficult realities 
that I learned from the tour, was 
that their communications  
department had to evacuate the 
center during Hurricane Katrina. 
They were moved into tents,  with 
very minimal resources, while  
trying to perform their jobs. Over 
2,000 Police, Fire, and EMS   
personnel were forced to  
communicate in a single channel 
mode, between radios, utilizing  
only three mutual aid frequencies. 
Listening to the dispatchers who 
lived through the tragic experience 
made me realize that we should not 
complain in the event that the CAD 
goes down or we have to dispatch 
off of one channel, considering  
New Orleans had to do it for years  
because they had nothing!”  
-Savannah Shepard 

New Orleans-style festivities 

at Navigator 2017 

Belinda & Savannah pose for a photo with 

Dr. Jeff Clawson, the “father” of modern 

Emergency Medical Dispatch. 
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April 9-15 marked National 
Public Safety Telecommuni-
cators Week, a time when 
agencies across the nation 
recognize the outstanding 
work of communications 
professionals from all sec-
tors of public safety. This 
year, CMED marked the 
occasion with a different 
theme each day.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CMED UPDATES & 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 

 

CMED recently added three 
new associates: Cherry Hall, 
Brittney Henry and Kiera Gar-
cia. Welcome to the team! 

 

Notice:  The back entry to 
CMED is being transitioned to 
an emergency exit only.  All 
associates and visitors  are 
asked to use the glass door 
entrance from the parking 
lot. 

 

 

Character Day     Superhero Day      Silly Sock Day      Wild West Day 

NATIONAL PUBLIC SAFETY TELECOMMUNICATORS WEEK, 2017  
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 BEHIND THE VOICE... 

SHELLY BURNETTE 

Shelly Burnette has been a dispatcher for three years. She 
has three children: Alayna (6), Isabella(4)  and Christian (8) 
and their family golden retriever, Jake. Outside of work, 
Shelly enjoys camping, hiking, fishing and going to the beach 
with her children.   

Shelly says her favorite thing about 
being an Emergency Medical  
Dispatcher is “the fast pace! There is 
always a new challenge ahead and 
you have to be good at thinking fast 

and appropriately.” 

“I love when we are able to come together and work as a team. Its also nice 
when we are able to have company festivities which is a good time to meet new 
employees, and mingle with the ones we don't get to see as often at work. “  

KIERA GARCIA 

Kiera began her 
dispatching  
career at  
Community  
Ambulance about 
three months 
ago. When she’s 
not in CMED, 
Kiera enjoys  
helping care for 
her little cousin, 
Kamdyn (3). 

When she’s off the clock, Kiera also likes 
taking time to catch up on sleep and 
spend time with family.  “I also enjoy 
catching up on the good/strange Netflix 
shows that LaDonna  tells us about at 
work!”   

Kiera says “When I applied to become a 
dispatcher, I knew I was opening a 
whole new door in my life. I knew what I 
was expecting to hear and what I was 
expected to do. At first I thought my 
favorite part of dispatching would be 
the fact that I get to help someone in 
need by being the person someone 
called when something was wrong. 
Even though that is true, I have come to 
find things I enjoy just as much or more 
than being that helpful person on the 
other end of the phone. For  
example, not 
only do we 
help people in 
need, we also 
save lives. “ 

 

We asked 

What is one thing you 
wish everyone knew 
about dispatching? 
“If there is anything I would want 
people to know about dispatching, 
it’s that it is more than just a job. If 
someone I know were considering 
becoming a dispatcher, the first thing 
I would tell them is that it is scary! It 
is hard to sit on the phone & hear 
someone cry , when the only thing 
you can do is talk to them. Although 
it is heartbreaking when there is little 
you can do, it is worth it; it is worth it 
when you hear someone made it; it 
is worth it when the patient is okay 
and it is worth it when you calm a 
scared & screaming caller and they 
just keep thanking you. I would also 
let them know to make it through the 
call and then be upset. It is okay to 
be upset, just not at a time where 
you are the only bit of strength 
someone has, because it is on you to 
be strong for them. I don’t answer 
911 calls on my own yet, but I have 
listened to many and although I’m 
not even the person on the phone, I 
have had moments where I had to 
walk away after the call was over, cry 
and then come sit back down. I also 
wish that everyone knew that even 
though we do not actually see the 
patient or caller, and even though we 
are not actually on scene, the things 
we hear do still in some way get to 
us. Being a dispatcher is one of the 
most rewarding jobs there is  and 
you’ll love it, once you put your fears 
to the side.”-Kiera Garcia 

 

Fun Fact: Her  

favorite hobbies 

include going to the 

movies & attending 

weekly Yoga classes. 

Fun Fact: Shelly can 

play the clarinet and 

she’s a History buff! 
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REGINA KENT 
 
Regina has been an emergency medical dispatcher for over a decade and a CA 
team member for six years. Regina and her husband, Macon-Bibb firefighter, 
Brent Kent, have a Pomeranian named Gizmo. Outside of work, Regina enjoys 
crafting. She makes t-shirts, vinyl decals and tutu’s. She also likes to sew,  
refinish old furniture and bake.  
 
Regina says her favorite thing about being a dispatcher is 
“being able to help others, even if it is indirectly. Just  

being able to be a lifeline to  
someone and help until the 
medics arrive can make all 
the difference in the world to 
a worried bystander or family 
member.” 
 
 

LADONNA DAVIS 

 Ladonna began her career at 
Community Ambulance  one 
year ago, after working as a  
dispatcher at a plumbing  
company for five years. When 
she’s not dispatching, Ladonna 
enjoys spending time with her 
15 year old daughter, Bri, and their dog, 
Brownie.   

Ladonna says “My favorite thing about being a  
dispatcher is helping people on a daily basis,  
especially in stressful situations when I can help calm 
callers who are stressed or angry. My favorite thing 
about Community Ambulance would have to be the 
people I work with, especially on my shift because we 
spend so much time together and it is a major key to have a good relationship 
with all of them.” 

“The one thing I wish everyone 
knew and understood about 
dispatching is that we don't just 
dispatch. We do so much more 
on a daily basis.”  
-Ladonna Davis 

“I wish everyone realized that we 
(dispatchers) truly care about our 
crews and the patients we serve. 
The emotional distress that  
dispatchers deal with after  
handling calls is real. While we 
don’t see the patients, as the 
medics do, we have to hear the 
grief stricken, crying mothers who 
just want their child to be okay, 
the upset husband who has 
called to tell us that his wife of 50 
years has passed in her sleep, 
and the bystanders that just  
witnessed a fatal traffic accident. 
Your heart has to really be in it, to 
do this job, just as any career in 
the medical field.”-Regina Kent 
 

Fun fact: LaDonna is  passionate about  
rescuing stray animals 
and regularly rescues 

strays in the Crawford county area.   

Fun fact: Regina recently 

passed the EMT-B  

National Registry exam, 

after completing  the  

Bearamedics EMT-B 

class in Macon . 

“We are first responders  
handling emergencies with 
just our voices. Our job is 
stressful and not very easy at 
times, but it is very  
rewarding .” -Shelly Burnette 
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COMMUNITY AMBULANCE WELCOMES  
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION 
Karston Bradford-MHA, NREMT-P/I 

K arston Bradford recently accepted the position as Director of  
Education for Community Ambulance. Karston and his wife,  

third-grade teacher, Christen, recently 
made the move to Georgia and settled in 
McDonough. Karston and Christen have a 
two year old daughter, Charlee Rae. 

Karston brings with him an impressive  
educational background. He received his  
Bachelor of Arts in Biological Anthropology 
from the University of Arkansas and a 
Masters in Health Administration from 
Webster University. Karston’s extensive 
EMS experience make him well suited to 
take on the challenge of directing  
education at CA.  Karston worked as the 
EMS Specialist  for the Arkansas Health  
Department, where he served as the  
National Registry Representative. As the National Registry representative,  
Karston was responsible for initial licensure of all EMS providers in  
Arkansas. In 2013, Karston was promoted to Licensure Administrator for 
the Arkansas Health Department, where he was the overseer of  
certification and recertification of over 6,000 EMS personnel. Additionally, 
Karston has worked as an off-shore medic in the Gulf of Mexico, a college  
program director and an instructor for numerous colleges.  

Not one to shy away from a challenge, Karston is excited about building 
the Community Ambulance Education program  to meet the needs of the 
community and the organization. In regards to Karston’s experience at 
CA so far, he says “I’ve noticed the warmth and friendliness. Everyone 
seems to be team-oriented and everyone wants me to succeed and help 
equip me with the tools I need.” 

 

 

 

Karston says his primary 

goals  as the Director of  

Education for Community 

Ambulance include 

“producing competent EMS 

professionals in a timely 

manner, facilitating classes 

that are beneficial to our  

associates as well as the  

community and to represent 

Community Ambulance well 

to the Department of Public 

Health and to the state of 

GA, as a whole” 

“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.”-Benjamin Franklin 



UPCOMING COURSES 

SOUTH GA 

        

MORE GREAT NEWS 

FOR THE BEARAMEDICS 

The Bearamedics  

EMT-B Class recently 

completed the  

National Registry  

exam with a 100% 

pass rate! 

ENGAGE. COMMUNICATE.   
EDUCATE.  INSPIRE.  

HELP OUT.  PARTICIPATE.  
PROVIDE. GIVE BACK. 

 REACH OUT. CONNECT.  
DONATE.  INFLUENCE.  

ENRICH. TEACH.  
JOIN IN. 

T he Bearamedics  
EMT-B class recently  

participated in a full scale  
extrication exercise, held at 
Central Georgia Technical 
College. A new addition to 
the EMT-B curriculum, the 
event was a huge success 
and provided a great learning opportunity for the 
EMT-B students. Education Coordinator, Derek  
Uburtis, expresses thanks on behalf of the  
education department, saying "I want to thank  
everyone who helped make the first ever  
Bearamedics Extrication class a success!  Mike  
Adams Towing gave us 4 cars to cut on,  and was 
thrilled to be able to help our class. Tim Johnson 
arranged to get the vehicles and have Rescue 8 
and Engine 8 of MBCFD on site to assist. Rick Ellis, 
Education Director at CGTC, allowed for our class 
to use their facility for exercise as well as their 
equipment . Thank you to Bobby Stubbs, Rachel 
O'Keefe and Adam Hackney for their continued 
effort to make the Bearamedics program a success. 
Thanks to Eric Johnson for bringing his knowledge 
of extrication and for assisting the students. Thank 
you also to Josh and Kevin from our wonderful 
shop for helping us get the  Holmatro Equipment 
generator running and for helping us get a heater 
for the cold evening.  This event was successful as 
a result of a team effort, all the way around.  This is 
the first time doing this class for the EMT Basic  
curriculum and will now become part of each class 
to come.  Thank you for all your hard effort in  
making this a success!" 

EXTRICATION EXERCISE FOR EMT-B’S 

“An investment in knowledge pays the best interest.”-Benjamin Franklin 



            

 

LET’S GET 
CLINICAL  

THE CHEST PAIN 

CHECKLIST 

 Did we run a 12 lead? 

 Did we run the 12 lead within 

10 minutes of our arrival to 

the patient? 

 Did we take the STEMI  

patient to a STEMI receiving 

facility within 90 minutes? 

 Did we transmit the 12 lead 

or notify the hospital of 

STEMI within 10 minutes of a 

positive STEMI ECG? 

 Did we administer aspirin if 

not contraindicated? 

 Did we apply Nitro if not  

contraindicated? 

A  1997 statement published by the American 
Heart Association states, “Aspirin therapy  

confers conclusive net 
benefits in the acute phase 
of evolving myocardial  
infarction (MI) and should be  
administered routinely to virtually all  
patients with evolving acute MI.”  In a study of 
more than 17,000 people with suspected MI, 
half were given Aspirin and half were given a 
placebo.  Those who received aspirin were 
23% more likely to survive their MI, plus had a 
49% reduction in re-infarction and a 46%  
decrease in stroke.  The statement concludes 
that “Aspirin has perhaps the best benefit-to-
risk ratio of any proven therapy for acute MI.” 

CONCERNING MATTERS OF THE HEART... 

Protocol Compliance  
Reminder: 

1) Administer ASA to  
patients with potentially 
cardiac chest pain if not  
allergic or contraindicated. 

2) Document this on your 
PCR. 

 
Protocol Compliance 

= Better Patient  
Outcomes! 

RECENT EXAMPLE OF TOP NOTCH CARDIAC CARE IN THE FIELD : 

"Excellent work, Kaye Harris and Thomas Bennett!  This crew had a  
patient who had a seizure. Post seizure, the patient complained of chest 
pain. I know many medics who wouldn't have thought much about the 
chest pain, since the patient had literally just suffered from a seizure, 
however Kaye and Thomas quickly obtained a 12-lead and discovered 
that the patient was having a STEMI!  Think just for a moment about what 
could have happened if this crew had not assessed the chest pain... how 
long would the heart continue to be damaged until someone did a 12-
lead or blood work?  Would this patient even live that long?  These are 
questions we don't have to answer, thanks to the excellent care provided 
by Kaye and Thomas!” -Quality Improvement Manager, Lane Kilpatrick 
 
In the call described above, Kaye and Thomas met all the required metrics of  
Mission Lifeline &  the FirstPass ACS/STEMI protocol: 
1. 12 lead obtained with in 10 minutes. 
2. 12 lead transmitted with in 10 minutes. 
3. Aspirin given if not contraindicated. 
4. Nitro applied if not contraindicated. 
5. Expedited scene and transport time to advanced cardiac care.  

“Wherever the art of medicine is loved, there is also a love of humanity.”-Hippocrates 



        

A GOOD QUESTION TO ASK  
YOURSELF: 

 

Does the patient's back pain  
appear to be far worse than I think it 
should be, considering what I am  
understanding to be the history and 
presentation?  
 
"Pain out of proportion" (often  
referred to as "POOP") always  
deserves further investigation. In 
the context of back pain, it could be 
"only a kidney stone" (they do  
indeed seem to hurt like ____), a  
rupturing abdominal aortic  
aneurysm (which will frequently 
present with pain similar to kidney 
stones), a traumatic or pathologic 
spinal/vertebral fracture, or various 
other less common but serious  
conditions. The point is not to be 
the diagnostician in the pre-hospital 
setting when it comes to back pain 
or many other chief complaints 
with which you may be presented, 
but to be aware of the more com-
mon warning signs that an emer-
gent or more serious condition is 
occurring. Back pain is sometimes 
"more"! 
 
Thank you each and all from your 
medical director for the way you 
daily perform your jobs...your very 
tough jobs, with professionalism 
and expertise! Don't forget that for 
each patient, you can make a big 
difference. I have the pleasure of 
hearing often just how much of a 
difference you did make to them 
and their loved ones!  
- Ralph Griffin 

WHEN BACK PAIN IS MORE 

B ack pain is a very common chief 
complaint (one of the "top five") for 
patients who present to emergency 
departments in the US. Back pain is a 
less common chief complaint in the 
pre-hospital arena, because many/
most patients with back pain drive 
themselves or have someone else 
drive them by POV somewhere to get 
care. However, it is still a complaint 
that occurs with some degree of  
regularity in the pre-hospital setting. A 
majority of back pain ( over 90%) is 
caused by various musculoskeletal 
problems/injuries which, while often 
very painful, are not truly "emergent" 
or "extremely serious" problems. As a 
result, there is a tendency to look at 
all back pain in a very "unconcerned" 
way. Recently we have seen some  
patients with back pain who have had 
emergent or serious problems, and 
some of those patients have  
presented through EMS. I felt it might 
be a good time to review some  
questions which help one discern 
when back pain may be the result of a 
more serious/emergent underlying 
etiology. Physical exam is certainly 
helpful, but many concerning  
problems related to low back pain can 
be suspected by taking a good history.  
Good questions to ask patients with 
back pain: 
Have you had any fever? Fever with 
back pain deserves quick  
investigation! A few serious emergent 
conditions that often present with  
fever and back pain include spinal  
epidural abscess, discitis,  
osteomyelitis, and acute  

pyelonephritis. Fever and back pain in 
a patient with an IV drug use history 
or a recent spinal procedure is a  
spinal epidural abscess until proven 
otherwise and is one of only a few 
reasons we obtain emergent MRI's. 
Do you have any history of cancer in the 
past or have you lost a lot of weight  
recently? Known cancer plus new back 
pain deserves quick investigation for 
metastatic lesions or fractures and for 
potential spinal cord compression. In 
addition, multiple myeloma often  
presents initially with back pain, 
weight loss, and generalized malaise. 
Pancreatic cancer (remember the  
pancreas is primarily a retroperitoneal 
organ) presents not infrequently also 
with back pain, weight loss, and  
generalized weakness. 
Are there any changes in your abilities to 
do things or to feel things? New motor 
and sensory deficits with back pain 
deserve quick investigation for  
multiple serious conditions. Saddle 
numbness or paresthesia erectile  
dysfunction, new leg weakness or 
numbness, or fecal/urinary  
incontinence or retention with back 
pain (or without) can be hints that 
there is significant compression on 
the spinal cord or that the patient  
perhaps has cauda equina syndrome 
or a similar serious problem. 
Are you taking any "blood thinners"? If 
so, think of bleeding in the  
retroperitoneum or elsewhere in the 
abdomen or a spinal epidural  
hematoma as the possible and  
serious cause of the back pain. 
 
 

FROM THE MEDICAL DIRECTOR 

RALPH GRIFFIN, M.D.  

PROTOCOLS.  OUTCOMES. 
COMPLIANCE.   

ENRICHMENT.  EDUCATION. 
METHODS.  SKILLS.   

TECHNOLOGY.  
QUALITY IMPROVEMENT.   

STANDARDS.  



            

MAKING 

CREWS REUNITED WITH MIRACLE PATIENT 

C ommunity Ambulance Lamar  
county crew, EMT Samantha Miller 

and Paramedic John Roquemore, were  
recently reunited with a very special  
patient. Around 2:oo am on January 9th, 

Community  
Ambulance was  
dispatched to the 
home of a 9-year old 
Kaliyah who was  
unresponsive after 
suffering a severe 

asthma attack. The crew, along with  
Paramedic/Supervisor Jeff Cleveland, 
EMT Jonathan Corbitt and several  
members of the Lamar County Fire  
Department arrived on scene, where 
the patient’s mother was already  
administering CPR. “I mostly remember 
the initial update that CPR was in  
progress and me saying a silent prayer 
asking GOD to allow me to intervene,” 
recalls Roquemore.  

The group acted quickly to try to  
resuscitate the little girl and transport 
her to the hospital. “I honestly just  
remember doing compressions and in 
my mind, saying ‘not today baby girl,’ 
and then her getting her pulse back,” 
recalls Miller. 

Miraculously, Kaliyah gained  
consciousness ten hours later, with no 
recollection of the incident. From a  
clinical perspective Roquemore says 
“the intervention that made the most 
productive outcome was the early 
recognition of respiratory related arrest 
and outstanding dispatch EMD to assist 

in early CPR, allowing perfusion to keep 
this patient to a point where there is a 
chance of reversal.  

On January 20, less than two weeks  
after the asthma attack that nearly 
killed her, Kaliyah and her family were 
reunited with the crews who saved her 
life.   

Kaliyah and her brother ran, jumped 
and played in the parking lot of the 
Barnesville station, while her parents 
and the first responders who saved her 
watched in amazement. EMT Miller  
recalls how it felt to see a fully  
recovered, active little girl, saying “That 
was the best feeling in the world. That 
little girl will forever be in my heart and 
on my mind. I keep up with her through 
her mother now. Seeing her run, play, 
and laugh was truly music to my ears!” 

MEDIC INSPIRES  

NAMESAKE 

Mitchell County Paramedic  
Michael Duke and his partner, 
EMT Larry Morrell, recently  
responded to a call involving a 
woman in labor. Little did they 
know that by the time they 
reached Archibald Medical  
Center, they would have an  
additional person on board. 
While en route, Paramedic Duke 
ended up delivering a healthy 
baby girl. Paramedic Cash  
Burthold met the crew on the 
way, in order to provide  
additional assistance to the 
crew and the then, two patients. 
The baby’s parents named her 
Rae’diant, but were so thankful 
for Paramedic Duke that they 
have nicknamed  her “Duke.” 

AN IMPACT 

“Never believe that a few caring people can't change the world. For, indeed, that's all who ever have.”-Margaret Mead 



        

MAKING 

ENGAGE. COMMUNICATE.   
EDUCATE.  INSPIRE.  

HELP OUT.  PARTICIPATE.  
PROVIDE. GIVE BACK. 

 REACH OUT. CONNECT.  
DONATE.  INFLUENCE.  

ENRICH. TEACH.  
JOIN IN. 

B eginning April 3,  Community 
Ambulance, in partnership with 

Upson Regional  
Medical Center,  
officially launched a 
new program, bringing 
Mobile Integrated 
Healthcare (MIH) to 
the Upson area.  

Patients enrolled in the MIH program 
will  be visited regularly by  
Community Ambulance’s specially 
trained Mobile Health Paramedic 
(MHP), Craig Stubbs. Through these 
visits, Stubbs  will partner with each 
patient, helping them manage  
medications, lifestyle, environment, 
nutrition, and overall health.  The goal 
of the program is to reduce 911  
misuse by providing customized, one 
on one care to patients with chronic 
conditions.  The program will greatly 
enhance the management diabetes, 
COPD, congestive heart failure and 
other chronic diseases.  

The program began with six patients, 
each of whom have been identified as 
having needs that result in frequent 
911 calls. By partnering with their  
local MHP, these patients will have 
access to an extensive network of 
medical specialists, case workers, 
community agencies, and other  
providers, allowing for more holistic 
management of ongoing health  
issues.  

“Patients have been very receptive to 
the MIH program thus far.  They seem 
genuinely interested in our offer to 
partner with them and their  
physicians to make their medical 
home a place where they are more 
comfortable.  The patient is the  
primary focus, and our goal is to help 
them improve their management of 
chronic conditions that put limits on 
their lives,” says Stubbs. 

 

MIH PROGRAM  LAUNCHES IN UPSON 

“The MIH program  
represents a new approach , 
and Community Ambulance 

is leading EMS to much 
greater economy, efficiency, 

and benefit to public  
welfare.” 

-Craig Stubbs,  
Mobile Health Paramedic 

EMT SENDS CARE FROM GA 

Ten year old Texas boy, Drake, whose 
nickname is “Stinky Joe,” was  
diagnosed with Acute Lymphoblastic  
Leukemia B-Cell (A.L.L. B Cell) on Sept 
29, 2012. Although  his doctors  were 
able to get Drake’s condition under 
control in 2013, the boy is currently 
undergoing treatment again, after  
relapsing in 2016.  Drake’s mother, 
Jessica, started a facebook page  
called “Stinky Joe’s #1 Pit Crew.” 
Through the page, Jessica posts   
updates about her son’s journey and 
asks that others share and follow the 
page, in an effort to spread the word 
about childhood cancer. When he 
learned about Drake,  Adel EMT Jason 
West wanted to help.  West began  
collecting T-shirts, ball caps and other 
items from various  fire and  
emergency services . West compiled a 
care package of the items and shipped 
them to Drake, showing he and his 
family support and encouragement all 
the way from Georgia.  

 

Follow “Stinky 
Joe’s #1 Pit 

Crew” to show 
your support! 

(left) ‘thank you’ text to Jason, from Jessica 
(right) the items  collected for the care package.  



          

CONGRATULATIONS TO... 

THE 2017  

STAR  
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OF LIFE 

PARAMEDIC ANDY JENKINS 

P aramedic Andy Jenkins is a  
valuable member of the  

Community Ambulance, Macon  
division team. An incredibly  
dependable associate, Andy readily 
and enthusiastically takes on new 
tasks and challenges.  
 
In addition to his full time role as a 
Paramedic, Andy also serves as a  
Preceptor, as well as a Field Training 
Officer. Through these roles, Andy is 
able to share his knowledge, skill and 
passion for patient care with those 
who are new to our organization and 
even new to EMS. As an educator and 
mentor, Andy has played a vital role in 
helping with training efforts within the 
organization, through National  
Registry skills testing and annual skills 
assessments for associates.  
  
As a clinician, Andy demonstrates a 
high level of compassion and  
professionalism while taking care of 
the patients he serves. He is able to 
build a trusting rapport with his  
patients, taking the time to connect 
with each patient, put them at ease 
and provide a high level of care. Andy 
is able to maintain a calm composure 
in the field, even during the most 
stressful situations.  
 
Andy is an active member of the  
Community Ambulance Disaster  
Response Team, which in October of 

2016, was called on to participate in a 
statewide effort to aid with patient 
evacuations surrounding Hurricane 
Matthew. As part of this deployment, 
Andy participated in what ultimately 
became the largest coastal evacuation 
in state history.  
 
He is knowledgeable of clinical proto-
cols and works within them to provide 
the best possible care to his patients. A 
true professional, Andy is respected, 
trusted and admired by his peers, his 
patients and the local medical  
community.   

“Paramedic Jenkins is  
dependable, punctual and 

has a strong work ethic. 
Though incredibly 

knowledgeable and skillful, 
Jenkins demonstrates  

humility and honesty with his 
patients as well as his peers. 

Andy Jenkins is,  
without a doubt, a true ‘star’ 

in the field of EMS.”  
-Danny Edwards,  

Director of Central Georgia  
Operations 



    

“Professionalism is vital  
to public safety and the  
public’s confidence in us.  We deal 
with people  
at their most vulnerable  
time-when either they or someone 
they love is injured and we’re holding 
their life in our hands (sometimes 
literally). We cannot afford to lose the 
public’s trust due to an inappropriate 
social media post.”-Kacy Keene, Commu-
nity Ambulance  
Compliance & Security Officer 

        

WHAT IS THE STARS OF LIFE CELEBRATION? 
 

E ach year, the American Ambulance Association (AAA) honors EMS  
professionals from across the country at the Stars of Life celebration in 

Washington D.C.. Community Ambulance has a long history of sending our 
best and brightest to Washington for this event. The 2017 Stars of Life will 
take place in June at the beautiful Omni Shoreham hotel, located close to 
the National Zoo and other iconic D.C. attractions.   

WORDS FROM PREVIOUS 

‘STARS’ 

 

“After my experience at the Stars of 

Life, I am more aware of the fact that  

what we do in the communities we 

serve does matter and I am truly 

blessed to be a part of such an  

awesome EMS family at Community 

Ambulance!” -2016 Community  

Ambulance Star of Life 

“In addition to meeting  

representatives from Georgia, I had 

the opportunity to visit historic  

landmarks and learn more about 

some of our country's rich history. 

This was a once in a lifetime  

experience that I will always  

remember. Being a recipient of this 

award makes me want to continue 

being the positive provider that I am 

and to encourage all employees to 

strive to be the best of the best. I 

have no doubt that the future  

recipients of the Star of Life award 

will be as honored as I am. Thank 

you again, Community Ambulance 

and the American Ambulance  

Association for the honor!” -2015  

Community Ambulance Star of Life 

IN OUR NEWSFEED 
 

F riends, family and followers share their congratulations and support for 
Andy with Community Ambulance on facebook and twitter! 

 



        

Director of Client Services /member 
of the Leadership Macon (LM) Class 
of 2017, Nathan Garnto, along with  
Compliance and  

Security Officer /LM 
Class of 2016 alum, 
Kacy Keene, were  
recently welcomed  
by LM as speakers 
for Healthcare Day.  
Kacy and Nathan 
shared an overview 
of Community Am-

bulance and how the EMS system 
operates in the Macon-Bibb  
Community, as well as their  
perspective on healthcare from the 
EMS perspective.  “Nathan and I 
were honored to be asked to speak 
to this year’s Leadership Macon 
class for Healthcare Day.  Even the 
most active citizens in any commu-
nity seem to know very little about 
EMS including Macon Leaders 
(attorneys, bankers, business  
owners, etc.).  We were able to  
explain the major role EMS plays in 
providing both emergency and 
nonemergency patient care each 
day; as well as share the complexity,  
challenges, progression, and the  
future of EMS with individuals who, 
no doubt, gained a new appreciation 
for our associates,” says Kacy. 

IN OUR 
COMMUNITY 

MEDICAL DIRECTOR MAKES ROUNDS 

C ommunity Ambulance Medical Director, Dr. 

Ralph Griffin recently made his biannual trip to 

each Community Ambulance division. Dr. Griffin met 

with associates, answering questions and gaining  

insight about clinical protocols from the crew  

perspective. For those who missed an opportunity to 

speak with Dr. Griffin, be on the look out for  

announcements regarding his next round of visits.   

O n March 30, Community Ambulance celebrated Medical Billers  

Appreciation Day. A casual  lunch  was held in honor of the Client  

Accounts specialists who work diligently each day to provide outstanding  

customer service to patients of Community Ambulance. Director of Client  

Services, Nathan Garnto, 

presented each team 

member with a special 

recognition certificate, 

followed by a light-

hearted presentation 

about “billing humor.” 

“Kudos to the Client 
Accounts Specialists, 
who work hard each 
day to provide our 
patients with the 
best customer ser-
vice possible! Each of 
you play an integral 
role in our mission to 
ensure that each pa-
tient's experience 
with Community Am-
bulance is a positive 
one. “ 
 
 
 
 

Thank you,  
Client Accounts Team: 

Tim Bowen 
Diane Carr 

Shirley Colvin 
Shiquita Davison 

Patsy Greene 
Jeanette  

Overstreet  
Kelli Roland 

Lakisha Stephens 
Yolanda Watters 

Angel Harrell 
Laurie McDaniel 

Linda McWilliams 
Jody Mitchell 

Sincerely,  

Nathan Garnto, Director of Client Services 

MEDICAL BILLERS APPRECIATION DAY 

EMS LESSONS FOR  
 COMMUNITY LEADERS 



    

COMMUNITY 
    CONNECTING  

Postive Ways to utilize Social Media 

 

And What’s OK to Post... 

 

Do: Post articles, tricks and tips 
promoting awareness about safety 
topics, such as driving around emer-
gency  
vehicles. 

 

 

Do: understand the  
important role you play to our pa-
tients and even future patients. 
Being a CA team member means 
you are a representative of our 
organization… 

    
    

T hose who are facebook friends with 

Mobile Technology Manager,  

Andrew Woodard, probably noticed quite 

a stir on  their newsfeed back in  

December. On Christmas morning,  

Andrew’s family recorded a video of him 

opening  a new PlayStation 4. While 

opening his gift, Andrew was randomly 

attacked by  

the family cat,  

Magneto. While Magneto suffered no injury, 

Andrew incurred serious wounds from the attack. 

The incident was so surprising, that Andrew posted 

the video online. “The video had already started  

going viral before I was finished at Urgent Care,”  

explains Andrew.  

The video continued to spread and has been 

posted and re-posted by news organizations, 

websites, Youtube channels, bloggers and  

others all over the world. The video has  

received well over 92 million views, since its 

original posting.  Andrew says “The most  

surprising thing is when you realize what the 

number of views actually means; when you  

realize while standing in line to buy groceries, 

that many of the people surrounding you saw 

how you got that scar.” Although Magneto’s  

vicious attack Christmas morning made  

headlines, the cat remains a beloved family pet.  

Andrew says “Magneto is doing just fine! Despite 

the incident, he and I actually get along pretty 

good. He's very good with the kids!” 

On April 26, Community Ambulance 
took part in a Shelter in Place (SIP) 
drill, hosted by the Macon-Bibb 
Emergency Management Agency.  

At 11:00 am, Macon-Bibb EMA sent 
an MBCAlert notification, at which 
point everyone in the community 
was asked to immediately move to 
their shelter in place location.  
Participants were asked to take a 
selfie or group photo from their  
designated SIP location and share 
their photo on facebook, Twitter 
and Instagram with the hashtag 
#SIPMaconBibb. Community  
Ambulance associates participated 
in the SIP drill to help promote 
awareness throughout the  
community about the importance 
of disaster preparedness.  

 

 

ASSOCIATES TAKE SHELTER 

#

THE “CAT-TASTROPHE” THAT WENT VIRAL 



“TRUNK OR TREAT,”   SPORTING EVENTS,   GRAND OPENINGS, FALL FESTIVALS  
        

CELEBRATIONS  
&CONGRATS  

 

1) Tim Bowen recently welcomed 
granddaughter, Adisyn, born 7lb. 
13 oz.. 

2) Emergency Medical Dispatcher, 
Lajuana McGruder-Booker  
recently wed husband, Rodrigues.  

3) Education Coordinator, Derek  
Uburtis, and his wife, Julie,  
recently welcomed their first 
child, Christian John Uburtis.   

4) Upson EMT Jacob McCullough and 
his wife, Lindsey , welcomed their 
first child, Elijah Beau on 
12.28.16. 

5) Compliance and Security Officer, 

Kacy Keene, recently announced 

her engagement to fiancé Ahmad 

Kabbani.  The two are planning to 

wed in December 2017. 

6) Emergency Medical Dispatcher, 

Shamila Avery, recently  

announced her engagement to  

Teldric Middlebrooks. The two 

also recently purchased a new 

home. 

7) The Branch family welcomed its 

newest member on December 12. 

Hannah Kate, daughter of Lamar 

County EMT Elton Branch his wife 

Elizabeth and granddaughter if  

Upson EMT John Branch, was 

born  weighing six pounds, nine 

ounces.  

 

1 2 3 

4 5 

6 7 



    
    

    

CELEBRATIONS  
&CONGRATS  

MEETING GOALS.  

ANNOUNCING.  
HONORING. ACHIEVING.  

GROWING FAMILIES.    
STARTING A NEW CHAPTER. 

CELEBRATING MARRIAGE.   
INSPIRING. PARTICIPATING. 

CONGRATULATING.  
. 
 

 

 

8) Ann Rice received the Lifetime 

Achievement Award at the  

Region VIII EMS Banquet for 

her dedicated service of  over 

40 years to the citizens of 

Georgia .  

9) Paramedic/Operations  

Manager John Russ and EMT 

Larry Morrell were  

recognized with a  

Pre-Hospital Save Award at 

the Region VIII EMS Banquet.  

10) Vanessa Franks received an 

Honors Certificate for making 

100% on the Advanced EMD 

Certification. 

11) Paramedic Charles Avery was  

named the State Runner Up 

for the prestigious Rick  

Perkins Award for Excellence in  

Technical Instruction.  

12) Paramedic Opie Johnson was 

named Upson County   

Paramedic of the Year by the 

Thomaston Rotary Club. 
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Community Ambulance Crossword Puzzle 

ACROSS 

3. the procedure to filter blood for patients with 
kidney failure 

6. a professional telecommunicator, tasked with the 
gathering of information related to medical emer-
gencies, the provision of assistance and instructions 
by voice, prior to the arrival of EMS 

8. the remote diagnosis and treatment of patients 
by means of telecommunications technology 

9. a condition in which the heart beats with an ir-
regular or abnormal rhythm. 

10. also known as the National Association of Emer-
gency Medical Technicians 

 

DOWN 

1. having internal policies and procedures designed 
to prevent and detect violations of applicable law, 
regulations, rules and ethical standards by employ-
ees, agents and others. It involves legal risk man-
agement and internal controls. 

2. short for "emergency medical dispatch" 

4. a statement from a patient or health care  
provider presented to an insurance company for 
payment for services performed. 

5. the sorting out and classification of casualties of 
a disaster, to determine priority of need and proper 
place of treatment. 

6. abbreviation for Epinephrine. 

7. a condition in which the heart no longer beats 


